
 

STUDENT WORKSHOP REPORT 

Date: 15 April 2019 

Venue: Sr. Library 

Resource Person(s):- Mr. Avdhesh Kumar Singh  

           Mr. Saurabh Dhawan 

           Ms. Shreya Verma 

Attended By:- Students of Class XI 

Profile of the Speaker(s):- Shreya Verma is a career counselor and a certified public speaking and psychometric expert. 

Mr. Saurabh Dhawan has an experience of test preparation. Mr. Avdhesh Singh is working in the marketing department 

of The Chopras and is a certified CMAP+ counselor. 

CONTENT OF THE WORKSHOP 

On 15th April 2019 the class XI new session Bagan so began the race of choosing streams and courses. While some followed 

their hearts, some followed their parents’ advice while choosing subjects & some were in a dilemma in what to do. To 

help us with our confusions and offering better career choices we recently had a workshop with the CHOPRA’S. The 

delegates briefed the students about the importance of choosing their subject streams according to their interest and 

aptitude rather than choosing it under any kind of peer pressure. 

The Chopras Institute of Education assists those who are looking for a qualification in India that can be used as a stepping-

stone or as a pathway to further study overseas as well as those looking to develop their skill set to enhance their career 

opportunities in today's competitive global market. The team apprised the students about the various career opportunities 

available abroad. Their presentation gave information about the number of students from India applying in various foreign 

universities and the facilities extended by the universities towards foreign students. They informed the students that in 

order to get admission in a worthy university abroad class XII marks are important but along with it , it is also important 

to build a good portfolio that included active participation in community work, volunteerism and extracurricular activities.  

Apart from this the students were also provided with information about the various examinations which one need to clear 

in order to get admission to a specific university in an a particular course such as IELTS and SAT . In order to give exposure 

to the students about the content and difficulty level of these exams, they shared with the students few questions which 

could help them to understand the nature of competitive exams.  

The session was helpful in clearing our doubts regarding making a sound career choice which is free from personal biases, 

peer and parental pressure. A good choice of subject is a must to achieve success in future. The option of studying abroad 

is expensive and not everyone can afford it but with systematic planning and hard work one can seek admission through 

scholarships in a top notch university without burning a hole in his/her pocket. 
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